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MAS'llF, built by the NASA Lewis Research Center, is a three-axis 
e;imbal ril~ which simulates tumble-type maneuvers that CalL <1 be er:countered 
j 11 ::p:.lCC fliCht.. 'l'hrec tubular alwniriWll cae;cs revolve separately or in 
combinatio~ to give roll, pitch, and yaw motions at speeds which can 
f:xcecd those expected in actual space flight. Nitroger.-gas ,jets attached 
to the three cages control the motion. 

At the center of the innermost ca.ge, the pilot is strapi?ed into a 
plCLstic "couch," similar to those in the Mercury capsule. His head, body, 
and lee;s are held in place - only his anns are free. The pilot actuates 
the jets by means of a right-hand control column. Communication is by 
radio, which is operated by a button ~top the left-hand column. 

Compl<.:x tumbling motions are started by the operator at the control 
stntion. Control is then switched to the pilot. By reading instruments 
m01mted at eye level before him, the pilot interprets his motions and 
maKi;s corrections accordingly. A mov<:ment of the column to the right or 
UII: 1('1'[, .~·lrl·s the :.j trogcn-cu6 jets on the roll cugc. In a similar 
manner, movement of the column forware. or back fires the jets on the 
l'j. Lch cugc, aJld movements in a twistilLg direction actuaL.c jets on the 
yaw cage. 

MASTIF has provided valuable trajning for all seven Project Mercury 
Qstronauts. Each experie;'lced about :=; hours "flight time. II The rig 
hCLs, in ::..111tion, been used to evaluate instrmuent cont:rol systems for 
spa~l; fli i~ht, plns the physiological effects of spinning, such as eye 
oscillation and motion siclmess. 
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MASTIF (Multiple Axis Space Test Inertia Facility) Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, trained 
Project Mercury Astronauts. 
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MERCURY SPACECRAFT 

MULTIAXIS TEST FACILITY located at Lewis Research Cenle;, C'e'/e:and, Ohl~ ,

Glenn) entering the test lacil/ty 




